MEMORANDUM

September 8, 1997

To:

Church Committee File

From:

Ronald G. Haron

Subject:

Church Committee Testimony
(Revision and Update of My August 20 Memorandum Identifying Church Committee
Testimony in the JFK Collection at NARA)

This memorandum identifies Church Committee testimony relating to the assassination of President
Kennedy that is open to the public in the JFK Collection at the National Archives and Records
Administration (“NARA”). In addition, this memorandum identifies other potentially relevant
testimony that has not been released to the public.1

1

For example, a substantial number of FBI transcripts, cited in the Church Committee’s
Report on the JFK assassination (Book V), are not in the JFK Collection. These and other missing
transcripts will be identified in a letter to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.
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So that we can proceed to obtain other assassination-related testimony not released by the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence, I have set forth below (in alphabetical order) a list of: (1) testimony
that is available in the JFK Collection at NARA;2 (2) testimony recently transmitted to the Review
Board and which must be declassified by the relevant agency; and (3) potentially relevant testimony3
that has not been released by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.4 The list is set forth
below:5
2

To determine what testimony was available in the JFK Collection at NARA, I surveyed
those materials on August 15, 1997. This was followed up by a further inspection of Church
Committee records at NARA on September 4 by Rochelle Juelich, an ARRB intern.
3

In identifying potentially relevant testimony that is not in the JFK Collection, I have
reviewed, and identified testimony cited in, the Church Committee’s May 1976 Report entitled, “The
Investigation of the Assassination of President Kennedy: The Performance of the Intelligence
Agencies” (Book V) (hereinafter “JFK Report”) and the Church Committee’s November 20, 1975
interim report entitled, “Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders” (insofar as the Report
relates to Cuba at pages 71-191 or Vietnam at pages 217-223) (hereinafter “Foreign Assassinations
Report”). I have also listed other, uncited testimony to the extent we have been able to identify such
testimony that may relate to the JFK assassination. For example, the Church Committee prepared a
handwritten inventory of individuals who testified before the Committee. See February 10, 1976
Memorandum to Bill Miller and Fritz Schwarz (RIF No. 157-10002-10313). The memo notes that
there were 807 interviews (249 taken under oath in Executive Session) and that 56 witnesses appeared
in public hearings before the Committee. I have used the inventory to identify possibly relevant
testimony not cited in the JFK and Foreign Assassinations Reports; the inventory, however, does not
appear to be comprehensive nor does it describe the subject of the testimony.
4

I want to emphasize that there may be additional testimony that is not identified in this
memorandum that may be assassination-related. If we are to identify any such additional testimony,
we may need to obtain a comprehensive and authoritative list of all testimony taken by the Church
Committee and/or inspect the original Church Committee records that are in the custody of the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence.
5

I have distinguished formal testimony taken by the Church Committee from informal
interviews. I have also noted those instances where the testimony was taken by the Rockefeller
Commission. For testimony that is open in the JFK Collection at NARA, I have noted “(NARA)”;
for testimony that has been referred to the Review Board for agency declassification, I have noted
“(ARRB)”; and for testimony that has not been released by the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, I have noted “(not released).”
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--Adams, James B. (Deputy Associate FBI Director), 10/21/75 testimony before the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Civil & Constitutional Rights (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Angleton, James (CIA Chief of Counterintelligence), 6/19/75 testimony (ARRB), 9/12/75 testimony
(ARRB), 9/17/75 testimony (ARRB), 1/22/76 testimony (ARRB), 2/6/76 testimony (ARRB). It is
our understanding that Mr. Angleton also testified on in open session on 9/24/75, but that testimony
has not been released.
--Atwood, William (Special Advisor to the United States Delegation to the United Nations), 7/9/75
interview (NARA) and 7/10/75 testimony (NARA).
--Aurand, Vice Admiral E.P. (Naval Aide to President Eisenhower from 1957 to 1961), 12/24/75
affidavit (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--Balletti, Arthur. It is our understanding that Mr. Ballettti was interviewed or deposed, but that his
testimony has not been released.
--Baron, Frederick (CIA, Assistant to Director 1961-62; Executive Assistant to the Director,
1962-65), 8/15/75 affidavit (NARA).
--Bissell, Richard (CIA Deputy Director for Plans), 6/2/75 interview (NARA), 6/9/75 testimony
(NARA), 6/11/75 testimony (NARA), 7/17/75 testimony (NARA), 7/22/75 testimony (NARA),
8/6/75 interview (NARA). The Foreign Assassinations Report also cited testimony of Mr. Bissell
dated 7/25/75, 7/27/75, and 9/10/75 but that testimony has not been released.
--Breckinridge, Scott D. Jr. (Deputy Inspector General, CIA), 6/2/75 testimony (exhibits not
included) (NARA).6 In addition, it is our understanding that Mr. Breckinridge also testified in
executive session on 11/11/75, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Bundy, McGeorge (Presidential Advisor), 4/8/75 interview with the Rockefeller Commisison
(NARA) , 7/7/75 telephone interview (NARA), 7/11/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations
Report but not released).
6

Some of the transcripts in the JFK Collection did not include the exhibits to the transcript.
I have not attempted in this memorandum to identify comprehensively which transcripts are missing
exhibits, but have noted some examples. This issue needs to be addressed, however.
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--Burke, Admiral Arleigh, Affidavit (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released). In
addition, it is our understanding that Admiral Burke was deposed on 8/25/75, but we could not locate
that transcript in the JFK Collection.
--Bush, George. It is our understanding that Mr. Bush had an informal discussion on 2/17/76 and
testified in executive session on 4/8/76 and 4/26/76, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Carter, Marshall S. (Deputy Director of the CIA), 9/19/75 testimony (cited in Foreign
Assassinations Report but not released).
--Carver, Gayton (FBI Special Agent), 1/17/76 interview (NARA) and 1/30/76 affidavit (NARA).
--Cheever, Brue (CIA), 7/24/75 interview (NARA).
--CIA Agent in Havana, 7/30/75 interview (NARA).
--CIA Analyst who was a subordinate of James Angleton and whom “Angleton designated . . . [as]
‘point of record’ for all matters related to the assassination and the Warren Commission,” (JFK Report
at 31), 3/15/76 staff interview (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--CIA Assistant to Desmond Fitzgerald (Chief of Task Force W, the CIA Section concerned with
covert Cuban operations, Foreign Assassinations Report at 85), 9/18/75 testimony (cited in Foreign
Assassinations Report but not released).
--CIA Case Officer dealing with AM/LASH, 7/29/75 testimony (exhibits not included) (NARA).
The name of the officer is redacted. Testimony of 2/11/76 is cited in the JFK Report but has not
been released.
--CIA Case Officer dealing with AM/LASH from June 1962 to September 1963 (see Tr. at 11),
8/1/75 testimony (NARA). The name of the officer has been redacted.
--CIA Case Officer dealing with AM/LASH, 8/11/75 testimony (NARA).
been redacted.

The officer’s name has

--CIA Case Officer and Interpreter for Desmond Fitzgerald, 7/29/75 testimony (cited in JFK Report
but not released).
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--CIA Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special Affairs Staff (“SAS”), 5/10/76 testimony (cited in
JFK Report but not released).
--[CIA?] Chief of Foreign Intelligence Activities for the Eastern European Division (alias Mr.
Halley), 8/19/75 and 8/25/75 testimony (NARA).
--CIA Chief of JMWAVE, 8/19/75, 5/6/76, and 5/16/76 testimony (all cited in JFK Report but not
released).
--CIA Desk Officer in the Western Hemisphere Division who was assigned to be in charge of the
CIA’s investigation into the assassination of President Kennedy, 5/7/76 testimony (cited in JFK
Report but not released)
--CIA Duty Officer, 8/11/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--CIA Executive Officer in the CIA’s Special Affairs Section, 5/10/76 testimony (cited in JFK
Report but not released).
--CIA Official in the Western Hemisphere Division of the Directorate of Plans, 9/18/75 testimony
(cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--[CIA?] Special Assistant to [Richard?] Helms (alias Paul David), National War College, 7/25/75
interview (NARA).
--”Client II” testifying regarding Castro assassination plots, 4/28/76 testimony (cited in JFK Report
but not released).
--Clifford, Clark, 4/16/75 testimony (NARA). It is our understanding that Mr. Clifford also testified
on 12/5/75 in open session, but that testimony has not been released.
--Colby, William (CIA), excerpt of 4/28/75 testimony before the Rockefeller Commission (NARA),
5/21/75 testimony (NARA), 5/23/75 testimony (NARA), 7 and 6/4/75 testimony (NARA), 6/20/75
testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).In addition, it is our understanding
7

Testifying with Mr. Colby on 5/23/75 were Scott S. Breckinridge, Jr., Deputy Inspector
General; Enno Knoche, Assistant to the Director; and George L. Cary, Legislative Counsel.
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that Mr. Colby testified in executive session on 5/15/75, 7/14-15/75, 7/24/75, 9/29/75, 10/23/75,
10/28/75, 10/31/75, and 12/11/75, as well as in open session on 9/16/75, but none of this testimony
has been released.
--Conein, Lucien (CIA Officer in Saigon), 6/20/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report
but not released).
--Cooper, Ambassador John Sherman (Member of the Warren Commission), 5/24/76 staff interview
(cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Cottrell, Sterling (Cuban Coordinator after Cuban missile crisis), 8/23/75 interview (NARA).
--DeBrueys, Warren (New Orleans FBI Agent). It is our understanding that Mr. DeBrueys testified
in January 1976, but that his testimony has not been released.
--de Le Barre, Francois D.V. (New Orleans lawyer), 3/23/76 interview (NARA).
--Deloach, Cartha (Assistant FBI Director, Crime Records Division), 11/25/75 testimony (NARA).
Only part of the transcript, through page 53, is available; pages 54-246 were deemed not to be
assassination-related. The exhibits have not been included with the transcript. It is our
understanding that Mr. DeLoach also testified in open session on 12/3/75 but that testimony has not
been released.
--Dick Gregory Group, 2/4/75 interview (NARA).
--Director, Office of North Coast Affairs, Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, Department of State;
previously Staff Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs (R.R. Rubottom),
4/22/75 interview (NARA). The name of the person has been redacted.
--DuBois, Edward L. III (Head of Investigative Agency in Florida), 5/29/75 interview (NARA),
6/2/75 interview (NARA), and 6/12/75 testimony (NARA).
--Edwards, Colonel Sheffield (CIA Director of the Office of Security), 4/9/75 interview with the
Rockefeller Commission (NARA), 4/30/75 interview (NARA), and 5/30/75 testimony (NARA).
--Eisenhower, John (Assistant Staff Secretary to Andrew Goodpaster), 7/18/75 testimony (cited in
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Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--Elder, Walt (Executive Assistant to CIA Director McCone), 8/13/75 testimony (NARA) and 8/26/76
affidavit (NARA). It is our understanding that Mr. Elder also testified in executive session on
2/5/76, but that testimony has not been released.
--Evans, Courtney (FBI Liaison with the Attorney General), 8/27/75 testimony (NARA) and 3/2/76
interview (NARA). It is our understanding that Mr. Evans also testified on 12/3/75 in open session,
but that this testimony has not been released.
--Exner, Judith Campbell,

9/20/75 testimony (NARA).

-- FBI “Headquarters officials who were actually responsible for the Division’s day-to-day
supervision of the assassination case.” (JFK Report at 35):
a.

4/27/76 testimony of “Supervisor I” (cited in JFK Report but not released).

b.

4/27/76 testimony of “Supervisor II” (cited in JFK Report but not released).

c.

4/29/76 testimony of “Supervisor III” (cited in JFK Report but not released).

d. 3/31/76 testimony of the Supervisor in the General Investigative Division “who
was responsible for the assassination case.” (JFK Report at 81) (cited in JFK Report
but not released).
--FBI “Inspector who handled the Bureau’s liaison with the Warren Commission . . . ,” (JFK Report
at 56), 3/20/76 staff interview (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--FBI’s Legal Attache (Legat) in Mexico, “the highest ranking Bureau official in that country,” (JFK
Report at 40), 2/4/76 testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released)
-- FBI Official in the Nationalities Intelligence Section who was “reputed to be the leading Cuba
expert within the bureau . . . , ” (JFK Report at 37), 5/5/76 testimony.
(cited in JFK Report but not released).
--FBI Receptionist in the Dallas Office, 7/15/75 affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released)
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--FBI Special Agent, 7/23/75 affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released)
--FBI Special Agent in Charge, 12/20/75 testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released).
-- FBI Supervisor for the Soviet Section within the FBI’s Domestic Intelligence Division, 4/23/76
testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released).
-- FBI Supervisor (Retired) of the Soviet Section, 1/16/76 staff interview and 3/15/76 testimony
(cited in JFK Report but not released).
--FBI Supervisor of Special Agent James Hosty, 9/8/75 and 9/15/75 affidavits (cited in JFK Report
but not released).
--FBI Washington Field Office agents, “both of whom had supervisory responsibility on the
assassination case within their office.” (JFK Report at 83):
a.

5/3/76 testimony of “FBI Agent I” (cited in JFK Report but not released)

b.

4/13/76 testimony of “FBI Agent II” (cited in JFK Report but not released).

--Gilpatric, Roswell (Deputy Secretary of Defense under McNamara), 7/8/75 testimony (NARA). In
addition, it is our understanding that Mr. Gilpatric testified in executive session on 7/17/75, but that
this testimony has not been released.
--Gochenauer, Jim, 6/6/75 interview (NARA).
--Goodpaster, Andrew (President Eisenhower’s Staff Secretary and Defense Liaison), 7/15/75
interview (NARA) and 7/17/75 testimony (NARA).
--Goodwin, Richard (Assistant Special Counsel to the President), 5/27/75 interview (NARA), 7/16/75
interview (NARA), and 7/18/75 testimony (exhibits not included) (NARA). It is our understanding
that Mr. Goodwin also testified in executive session on 7/10/75, but that testimony has not been
released.
--Gray, Gordon (President Eisenhower’s Special Assistant for National Security Affairs), 7/5/75
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interview (NARA) and 7/9/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--Groden, Robert (with Stephen Singer Jaffee), 3/26/75 testimony before the Rockefeller Commission
(NARA).
--Halpern, Samuel (Executive Assistant to William Harvey on Task Force W and Executive Officer
for Desmond Fitzgerald), 6/18/75 testimony (NARA) and 4/22/76 testimony (ARRB).
--Harris, General Benjamin (Department of Defense), 8/18/75 testimony (exhibits not included)
(NARA).
--Haverty, James T. (FBI Legal Attache in Havana 1958-60; Consultant to CIA in 1964), 8/20/75
[testimony or interview] (NARA).
--Harvey, William (CIA Chief of Task Force W), 4/10/75 interview with Rockefeller Commission
(NARA), 5/1/75 interview with the Rockefeller Commission (NARA), 6/25/75 testimony (NARA),
7/11/75 testimony (NARA), and 9/14/75 interview (NARA).
--Helms, Richard (CIA Deputy Director for Plans), excerpt of 4/23/75 testimony before Rockefeller
Commission (NARA), 6/11/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released),
6/13/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released), 7/17/75 testimony
(NARA), 7/18/75 testimony (NARA), 9/11/75 testimony (NARA), 9/12/75 testimony (NARA), and
9/16/75 testimony (NARA). It is our understanding that Mr. Helms also testified on 9/10/75 in
executive session, on 9/17/75 in open session, on 10/22/75 in open session, on 10/31/75 in executive
session, and on 1/30/76 in executive session, but none of this testimony has been released.
--Hemming, Gary Patrick. It is our understanding that Mr. Hemming was interviewed on 5/23/75,
but that this interview has not been released.
--Hinkle, Edward H. (Executive Direcor for Cuban Project, 1960, CIA), 8/11/75 testimony (NARA).
--Hosty, James (FBI Special Agent), 7/17/75 affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released),
9/22/75 affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released), 12/5/75 testimony (ARRB--released by FBI
in full), 12/12/75 testimony (ARRB--postponed in part by the FBI), and 12/13/75 testimony
(ARRB--released by FBI in full). The Review Board will transmit the FBI-cleared testimony of Mr.
Hosty to the JFK Collection at NARA.
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--Houston, Lawrence (CIA General Counsel), 5/28/75 interview (NARA), 6/2/75 testimony
(NARA), 6/17/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released), and 8/12/75
testimony (NARA).
--Hudkins, Lonnie (Houston Post reporter). It is our understanding that Mr. Hudkins testified on
11/20/75, but this testimony has not been released.
--Hunt, Howard, 1/10/76 testimony (NARA) and 1/11/76 testimony (NARA).
--INS Inspector, 12/11/75 testimony (as cited in the Church Committee Report). This citation may
refer to the 12/12/75 affidavit of Theophanis E. Pappelis, INS investigator in New Orleans from
1960-65, which is at NARA.
--Intelligence Officer, 5/10/64 testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Jackson, Bob (L.A. Times), 5/19/75 interview (NARA).
--Jaffee, Stephen Singer (with Robert Groden), 3/26/75 testimony before the Rockefeller
Commission (NARA).
--Johnson, Retired General Charles III (in 1962, Special Assistant for Counterintelligence and
Special Operations -- assigned to the Joint Chiefs), 7/28/75 interview (NARA).
--Karamessines, Thomas (Deputy to Richard Helms), 4/14/76 testimony (ARRB) and 4/18/76
testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released). In addition, it is our understanding that Mr.
Karamessines also testified on 8/6/75 in executive session, on 10/24/75 in open session, and on
11/3/75 in executive session, but none of this testimony has been released.
--Katzenbach, Nicholas deB. (Attorney General). It is is our understanding that Mr Katzenbach
testified on 5/7/75 in executive session and on 12/3/75 in open session, but that this testimony has not
been released.
--Kennedy, Ted (Senator), 9/22/75 testimony (NARA).
--Landsdale, General Edward, 6/23/75 interview (NARA), 7/8/75 testimony (NARA), and 7/18/75
testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
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--Lattimore, John K., 5/7/75 testimony before the Rockefeller Commission (NARA).
--Maheu, Robert A., 6/9/75 testimony (NARA), 7/29/75 testimony (NARA), 7/30/75 testimony
(NARA), and 9/23/75 testimony (NARA).
--Marchetti, Victor (CIA), 4/3/75 testimony before the Rockefeller Commission (NARA).
--Martin, David (Associated Press), 7/24/75 testimony (NARA) and 7/24/75 affidavit (NARA).
--McAndrews, Thomas (FBI Chief for the Organized Crime Section of the Special Investigative
Division), 9/17/75 testimony (NARA).
--McCone, John (Director of the CIA), excerpts of 5/5/75 testimony before the Rockefeller
Commission (NARA) and 6/6/75 testimony (exhibits not included) (NARA). In addition, it is our
understanding that Mr. McCone testified on 10/9/75 and on 2/3/76 in executive session, but that this
testimony has not been released.
--McIlvain, Judd (KHOU-TV in Houston), undated interview with the Rockefeller Commission
(NARA).
--McManus, George (Richard Helms’ Special Assistant for Cuba), 7/22/75 testimony (cited in Foreign
Assassinations Report but not released).
--McNamara, Robert (Secretary of Defense), 4/15/75 and 5/2/75 interviews with Rockefeller
Commission (NARA) and 7/11/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not
released).
--Miller, Herbert (Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division), 8/11/75 testimony (ARRB).
--Mohr, John (Assistant to the FBI Director), 9/12/75 affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Morgan, Edward P. (Washington lawyer claiming that client had information on Castro
assassination plots), 3/19/76 testimony (NARA).
--Morrow, Robert (under contract to the CIA beginning in 1960), 6/25/75 interview (NARA) and
8/7/75 interview (NARA).
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--Murray, William J. (CIA Case Officer in Havana), 8/4/75 interview (NARA).
--O’Connell, James P. (CIA Chief of the Operational Support Division of the Office of Security),
5/30/75 testimony (NARA).
--O’Donnell, Kenneth P. (Presidential Aide), 9/15/75 testimony (NARA).
--O’Leary, Jeremiah (Washington Star News), 7/24/75 statement (NARA) and 9/26/75 testimony
(cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--Osborn, Howard (CIA Deputy Chief of the Soviet Russian Division, Department of Plans, in 1960;
Deputy Director of the Office of Security in 1962; and Director of the Office of Security in 1964),
2/10-11/75 interview with Rockefeller Commission (NARA), 8/28/75 interview (NARA) and excerpts
only of 10/3/75 testimony [need to obtain full transcript] (NARA).
--O’Toole, George, 10/29/75 interview (NARA).
--Papich, Sam, 3/5/75 summary of interview(s) with Papich (NARA), 5/29/75 interview (NARA), and
8/22/75 interview (NARA).
--Parrott, Thomas (CIA Officer who served as Secretary to the Special Group from 1957 to October
1963), 5/23/75 interview (NARA) and 7/10/75 testimony (exhibits not included) (NARA).
--Patterson, Willliam (Secret Service Agent). It is our understanding that Mr. Patterson testified on
11/21/75, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Pena, Orestes. It is our understanding that Mr. Pena testified on 11/24/75, but that this testimony
has not been released.
--Peterson, Henry (Deputy Chief of Organized Crime at the time of the Balletti case), 9/3/75
interview (NARA). In addition, it is our understanding that Mr. Peterson testified on 9/9/75 in open
session, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Phillips, David Atlee (CIA), 7/31/75 testimony (exhibits not included) (NARA).
--Pilot (not identified by name), 5/28/75 interview (NARA).
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--Prouty, L. Fletcher, 7/16/75 testimony (NARA).
--Rocca, Raymond (Retired Chief of Counterintelligence/Research & Analysis, CIA), 3/15/76
interview (NARA).
--Roman, Jane (CIA Liaison Officer), 5/7/76 (ARRB).
--Rosen, Alex (Assistant FBI Director in Charge of the General Investigative Division during the
assassination), 4/30/76 testimony (cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Rosselli, John (identified as “Client I” in Church Committee Report), 6/24/75 testimony (ARRB)
[the copy of the transcript provided to the ARRB is missing pages 56-57, which must be requested
from the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence], 9/22/75 testimony (NARA), 9/23/75 testimony
(NARA), 6/28/75 testimony (cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released) and 4/23/76
testimony (ARRB).
--Rostow, Walt (Advisor to President Kennedy), excerpts of 5/5/75 testimony before the Rockefeller
Commission (NARA) and 7/9/75 testimony (NARA).
--Rowley, James (Secret Service Director), 2/13/76 testimony (ARRB).
--Rusk, Dean (Secretary of State), 7/10/75 testimony (NARA).
--Sarno, Alfred J. (CIA), 7/25/75 testimony (NARA).
--Scheider, Joseph (CIA Science Advisor to Richard Bissell), 10/9/75 testimony, 10/18/75 testimony,
and 10/20/75 affidavit (all cited in Foreign Assassinations Report but not released).
--Scott, Joseph W. (Deputy Director for Coordination, Bureau of Intelligence & Research, 1958-64),
6/3/75 interview (NARA).
--Shanklin, Gordon (FBI Special Agent in Charge of the Dallas Office), undated Statement to the
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciary Committee (NARA), 9/24/75
affidavit (cited in JFK Report but not released), 12/19/75 testimony (or interview) (cited in JFK
Report but not released).
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--Sheridan, Walter, 9/19/75 testimony (NARA).

There are major redactions to this testimony.

--Shimon, Joseph (acquaintance of Sam Giancana), 9/20/75 testimony (cited in Foreign
Assassinations Report but not released).
--Smathers, George (former Senator from Florida), 7/23/75 testimony (NARA).
--Sorenson, Theodore (Advisor to President Kennedy), 7/21/75 testimony (NARA) and 7/25/75
affidavit (NARA).
--Stevens, John Henry, 5/29/75 interview (NARA).
--Sturbitts, William C. (Intelligence Directorate, CIA), 4/16/75 interview before the Rockefeller
Commission (NARA) and testimony dated [0/0/76?] (NARA).
--Sturgis, Frank, 4/3-4/75 testimony before the Rockefeller Commission (NARA).
--Sullivan, William (FBI Assistant Director for the Domestic Intelligence Division), 4/21/75
interview, 9/16/75 testimony , 4/21/76 interview (all cited in JFK Report but not released).
--Szulc, Tad (The New York Times), 6/10/75 testimony (NARA).
this testimony.

There were major redactions of

--Taylor, Charles (Secret Service Agent), 3/12/76 affidavit (NARA).
--Taylor, General Maxwell (chaired the Special Group meetings on Operation Mongoose), 7/9/75
testimony (NARA).
--Trafficante, Jr., Santo. It is our understandign that Mr. Trafficante testified before the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence on October 1, 1976, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Trettis, Tom (FBI Special Agent), 1/25/76 interview (NARA).
--Valenti, Jack (Presidential Aide), 3/4/76 interview (NARA).
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--Veciana, Antonio, 3/2/76 interview (NARA), 3/11/76 “Interview II” (NARA), and 3/16/76
“Interview III” (NARA).
--Wannall, Raymond (FBI Chief of the Nationalities Intelligence Section from 1962 to 1965), 5/11/76
testimony (ARRB).8 In addition, it is our understanding that Mr. Wannall also testified in executive
session on 10/21/75, in open session on 10/24/75, in open session on 11/19/75, in open session on
12/2/75, and in executive session on 1/21/76, but that this testimony has not been released.
--Watson, Marvin (Special Assistant to President Lyndon Johnson), 5/8/76 interview (NARA).
--Willens, Howard (Assistant Counsel for the Warren Commission), 5/12/76 interview (cited in JFK
Report but not released)
--Wilson, Will (Attorney General of Texas 1956-62; Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal
Division, DOJ, 1969- ), 5/15/75 interview with the Rockefeller Commission (NARA) and 9/8/75
testimony (NARA).
Finally, there are presumably unreleased transcripts or memoranda recording Church Committee
meetings held in executive session.

8

The JFK Report cites the May 11, 1976 testimony of the FBI’s “Former Chief of the
Nationalities Intelligence Section” (JFK Report at 37), as well as the May 11, 1976 testimony of a
“Section Chief “ (JFK Report at 64 n.98).
It is not clear whether this cited May 11, 1976 testimony
is of the same official (Mr. Wannall) or different officials.

